Four key elements for building
a successful hybrid workplace
A hybrid workplace model is emerging. Technological solutions
from Microsoft can help companies create environments that offer
connection, collaboration, choice, and control.
Connection

Collaboration

Empower employees to connect

Give people better tools to collaborate

Reduce meeting fatigue, increase engagement in
virtual calls, and create an environment in which
everyone feels like they have a seat at the table.

Modern devices have functional, flexible
collaboration tools built in, which work seamlessly
with critical business apps, so that employees can
work together from anywhere.

Choice

Control

Choice lets people work their way

Maintain control to keep information safe

When employees can choose the device that
meets their needs, you can see a real impact in
both productivity and employee satisfaction.

The ability to securely manage devices remotely is
vital to business continuity and can mean significant
time and cost savings for IT.

A hybrid workplace is an investment. Businesses that choose
Microsoft Surface and Microsoft 365 see a real return on
investment (ROI):1

86%

say Microsoft 365
and Surface improve
employee satisfaction

10

hours saved weekly
per user

17%

improvement in IT costs
and efficiency

49%

of survey respondents
with Surface devices
reported reduced security
incidents annually

Invest in the right technology with modern devices
and secure solutions from Microsoft.
See what Surface for Business can do for you.
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